DPS privacy statement
DPS – Digital Photo Systems BV is based in Hilversum, The Netherlands. In light of the new GDPR
regulations we have appointed a Data Protection Officer who is responsible for dealing with the new
privacy law and ensuring good privacy practice. In this statement we explain to you our privacy
policy. If you have any questions or remarks about this privacy statement please send us an email :
info@photomatic.nl

Storage of data
DPS stores information about its customers, partners and suppliers. Some of that information is
personal data. We will collect only the minimum amount of personal data required to provide our
services and run our business operations. We will do our utmost to collect, process, store and
transfer personal data in a secure, effective and responsible manner. Your privacy is important to us.

Processing of personal data
All data we store and process is only used to conduct our business operations and services. We do
not share, disclose or sell information to third parties. If, for some reason, we would need to use
personal data for other purposes we will ask your permission first.

Access to your personal data
According to GDPR you are entitled to access your personal data, view it, correct it or even delete it.
If you want or need to execute this right please send an email to info@photomatic.nl. We will
process your request and contact you.

Duration
DPS stores data for as long as we need or for long as we are required by law.

Data breach
In the case that we detect a data breach that may involve personal data we will act in accordance
with the GDPR.

Websites
When visiting our websites we will collect some information from you such as IP address, type of OS
and browser and so on. This information is collected to maintain quality of service, implement
security features and in general to be able to generate statistics. Therefore our websites will use
cookies. You are free to accept or decline the use of cookies through the settings of your web
browser.
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